The City of Davis Parks & Community Services Department Proudly Presents

THE 19TH ANNUAL DAVIS CHILDREN'S VERSION OF

THE NUTCRACKER

PERFORMED AT THE VETERANS' MEMORIAL CENTER THEATRE, DECEMBER 16, 17, 18 AND 19, 1995

Director ........................................ Ann Smalley
Executive Producer .............................. Nancy Lewis-Mounce
Producer ........................................ Ann Willmann
Original Music .................................. Peter Tchaikovsky

Inspired by the original 1816 E.T.A. Hoffman story "The Nutcracker and the Mouse King".

TECHNICAL PRODUCTION STAFF

Technical Directors ..... Bob Stephenson & Seth Duffy
Stage Managers .......... Seth Duffy & Lori Conrad
Audio Engineer ............... Tyler Bowen
Lighting Designer ............. Chris Wong
Light Board Operator ........... Chris Wong

Set Construction Crew
Seth Duffy ........................ Kellen Smalley
Brendan Duffy .................... Bob Stephenson
Tom Hughes .................... Chris Wong
Robert Schulz

Stage Crew
Lori Conrad .......................... Bob Stephenson
Seth Duffy .......................... Kellen Smalley
Brendan Duffy .................... Chris Wong
Tom Hughes .................... Chris Wong
Robert Schulz

COSTUME PRODUCTION STAFF

Costume Crew .......... Maria Buch, Sandra DeGeorge
                      Ben Short

PRODUCTION COORDINATION STAFF

Group Staff Coordination .......... Angie Ardans
House Manager .................. Sharon Murphy
Properties Coordinators ............ Heather Bowen
Group Photos Photographer ....... Karen Froyland
Ticket Sales ............ Parks & Community Services
                      Department Staff

Video Production By Tom Estes

The Director wishes to give special thanks to: Nancy Lewis-Mounce, Seth Duffy, Ann Willmann, Angie Ardans, Sandra DeGeorge, Chris Wong, all the Tech Crew and Ty Smalley.

Dear Friends:

This is our 18th year of providing an enjoyable and memorable theatre experience for young Davis children and their families. We had a great time putting it all together!

Many thanks to the devoted volunteers and staff who make this show possible and thanks to you for being a part of this holiday tradition. Best wishes to you in 1996!

ANN WILLMANN, PRODUCER
NANCY LEWIS-MOUNCE, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER

Did your child enjoy this theatre experience? If so, you should know that the Parks & Community Services Department offers a fun and imaginative summer drama program for children ages six and up. The program is directed by members of ACME Theatre Company under the supervision of Dave Burmester. Check your Summer 1996 Parks & Community Services Program Guide for more information.
CAST

Clara ............................................. Jessica Gamper
Fritz ........................................... Greg Levin
Drosselmeyer ................................. Matthew Crossman
Mother ......................................... Katie Eastman
Grandmother ....................... Jessie Kitchens
Grandfather ................. Kevin Magill
Nanny ........................................... Monica Gall
Mermaid Queen ................. Susan Marshall
Mouse King ................................. Aaron Woods
Nutcracker/Prince .................... Josel Emami
Gnome King ............................. Chris McDonald
Forest Fairy ......................... Yara Lornell-Lobli
Sugar Plum Fairy ............... Amy Taylor
Narrator .................................. Catherine Curley

Leaders: Julia Fahy, Amanda Pelton, Jenny Smallboy

BIG PARTY GUESTS

Nicole Barden, Jennie Cronan, Maddy Fouts, Stacie Hitchcock, Erik Hope, Paul Kesinger, Alan Kubey, Alex Lege, Erik Leiken, Brienne O’Flaherty, Emma Ryan, Jesse Skorupa

Leaders: Stacey Bowen, Wade Ness

LITTLE PARTY GUESTS

Tara Akkari, Daniel Barden, Chad Gallagher, Elizabeth Hennies, Anna Joiks, Ellen Presley, Betsy Raymond, Kai Ross-Nauroth, Jaime Sherburne, Doug Sprankling, Amanda Torfi, Lisa Voelker

Leaders: Jennifer Pro, Mike Robertson

MOUSEMAIDS

Erin Crowe, Catie Day, Colleen Fuller, Kristen Laguna, Valerie Lear, Elisabeth Lieth, Hayley Maclean, Leah Neundorfer, Amy vonRummelnhoef

Leaders: Megan Agee, Katie Geisler

DANCING CATS

Brooke Agee, Elizabeth Bertolini, Jessica Dana, Bethany Doty, Amanda Frechin, Nancy Handler, Maddy Ryan, Emma Stanielea, Sasha Zazzi

Leaders: Karen Kubey, Laura Neagley, Robin Salmon

MICE

Leah Anderson, Ryan Biggs, Tyler Calkin, Cameron Cecil, Meghan Dingman, Sam Doty, Tanner Harrison, Laura Karoly, Ryan Kulig, John Makela, Tyler Mitchell, Sarah Neundorfer, Julie Peri, Alexandra Wesnouksky

Leaders: Lindsay Crinklaw, Devin Fuller, Cadelia Lomelliloibl

SOLDIERS

Kyle Biggs, Gregory Bostock, Ethan Champion-Fritz, Torsten Christian, Gary Day, Blake French, Robert Matlock, Alex Onhoudorf, Gary Rossetto, Joe Sturis, Dylan Weiss, Paddy Wheeler

Leaders: Annie Collins, Nick Farolfo, Amanda Karoly

GNOMES

FROGS

DANCING TREES

Rachel Bertolini, Travis Champion-Fritz, Nathan Conrad-Forest, Sean R. Dachtler, Sean DeGeorge, Brooks Harris, James Henderson, Anna Kane, Lupe Laguna Jr., Chris Larson, Matthew Lege, Stephen Marshall, Jeffrey Rockville, Mikey Salvolet, Ben Siegel, Tom Sprankling, Danielle Stromgren, Ryan Taylor, Timothy Weerts, John White

Leaders: Fran Banducci, Gordon Douglas, Andrew Price, Cam Suey

SWEET LAND DANCERS

Emily Buckel, Janelle Crossman, Megan Feeney, Susan Matlock, Holly Newall, Kelsey Norton, Lauren Ormiston, Jennifer Roebuck, Kathryn Taylor, Noellill Thomson, Marie Claire Treseder

Leaders: Chinua Brown, Stephanie Paye

MERMAIDS

Reema Al-Zaben, Amanda Duke, Clarissa Lyons, Jessica Martin, Alma Sandoval, Amanda Sherborne, Alejandra Widner, Janine Yip

Leaders: Jen Jacoby, Erin Rose Widner

DANCING TREATS

Annie Baria, Maia Barrow, Maggie Collins, Erin Eastman, Brittany Fowell, Janine Hopmans, English Huston, Zoe Zimome Kenmerling, Erica Siegel, Jennifer Taylor

Leaders: Breanne Kennedy, Julissa McKinnon, Arianne Silva

SPANISH DANCERS

Jason Cho, David Choi, Daniel Choi, Natalie Davis, Nora Feeney, Hilarie Fouts, Christopher Hasegawa, William Hawkins, Paula Short, Kate Sturla

Leaders: Amber Fuellenback, Wade Ness, Gabi Purtill

CHINESE DANCERS

Morgan Ceci, Michelle Cronan, Amanda Gillis, Kaijin Gregg, Rachel Jones, Richelle Mehlnett, Ciyra Ormiston, DinaRosa Smiley, Lindsey Thompson, Heather West

Leaders: Carly Ahlstrom, Lisa Moering

RUSSIAN DANCERS

Scott Cosca, Joshua DeGeorge, Katie Geiger, Scotty Halliday, Cory Hills, Caitlin Hogan, Sarah Hollingsworth, Kaeley Latow, David Moering, Benjamin Rosenstein, Sandy Short, Lyndsey Williams

Leaders: Julie Clark, Laurel DeLapp, Matt Levin

BAKERS

Alexis achieving, Emily Billing, Jessica Gospe, Ellen Hodell, Carmen Cross Johnson, Allison Kulig, Heather Lee, Avery Livengood, Brittany Mohr, Erin Plicka, Julie Roebuck, Carly Schuster, Tamara Shinkin, Bethany Stephenson, Emily Weerts

Leaders: Erika Peters, Janine Wimmer

GUMDROP DANCERS

Kaylin Adamski, Katherine Brun-Kami, Adriana Conrad-Forest, Tracey Falk, Julie Gallaudet, Sarah Kado, Katy Noa-Robers, Josh Pelz, Michael Smith

Leaders: James Curley, Beth Lew, Chelsea Ransom

CLOWNS

Sean Alemi, Kelly Beaumont, Shauna Brodie, Reid Calkin, Brian Fowell, Nick Gallaudet, Brandon Hasegawa, Logan Learned, Ricky Martin, Elsysa Mayer, Casey Keane Miller, Dustin Schiguel, Rebecca Wilson, Jill Winternitz

Head Clowns: Holli Ernstm, Megan Fuller, Emily Hodell, Stephanie Paye

ARABIAN DANCERS

Timmy Coe, Joey Harris, Joshua Kermit Hollingsworth, James E. Ketchum, Sarah Lebo, Daniel Lew, Dustin Medlock, Catherine Nelson, Alex Torres, Samantha Williams

Leaders: Sarah Enns, Sean Fuller

FLOWERS

Kate Billard, Rachel Cosca, Meghan D. Covort, Jennifer DeGeorge, Emily Dobrny, Annie Goldbar, Sarah Rossetto, Kristen Schuster, Smyth Six, Sarah Sundstrom, Carolyn Taylor

Leaders: Becky Beaman, Julia Keller